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MAINTENANCE OR RENEWAL 

Introduction 

The aim of this paper is to describe the problem of finding the correct moment 
to cease from maintenance and instead renew machinery and equipment in the 
manufacturing industry . 

The environment in which to decide   will be the market economy and the decision 
is meant to fall upon the factory management, which principally has to base all 
its decisions on profitableness as the main criteria. 

It should be noted,  though, that in the factory we have two levels for work of 
this type.   The decision to renew a process machinery or a piece of equipment 
involves an investment.   Investments are decided upon by the board, which 
when choosing between continued maintenance or renewal,  has to consider 
other questions than just the profitableness of two or more competing suggestions 
Such questions are: Do we dispose of the money necessary for the investment? 
If so,  are there other urgent objects for investment to compete for the money 
either at   the moment or later on,  for which   the money then should be saved? 
Are possibly available investment crediti» limited to the use of certain twei 
of production? -mk 

The production manager or chief   engineer of that certain department ,  in which 
the machinery rather should be renewed,  has no possibilities to survey the in- 
vestment situation.  He should just   find out the straight forward profitableness 
of possible alternative ways of action of maintenance or renewal and present 
them to the management, which then very well could decide because of such 
reason as mentioned,  that for the time being a less profitable suggestion should 
be chosen. 

Another of such motives could be the question of tax.   Investments are generally 
exposed to regulations by law.   There could be tax on investments above a cer- 
tain limit, or for certain types of installations or equipment. Or there can be 
tax relief on investments in certain areas where governments see a need   for 
raised employment. 

The paper will generally deal with   the problem of the production manager or 
chief engineer, but will also   touch on finance and tax problems. 

II 

A 

Factors determining the decision of maintenance or renewal. 

Normal profit calculation 

The total cost for operating a processing machinery,  a set of machines,  or any 
piece of equipment, comprises the costs for 

a. invested capital in machines,  buildings,  installations, necessary new 
training,  running in time, when production is limited etc. the deprecia- 
tion of which has   to be charged to the production by piece, by amount 
per timeunit,  by time unit or   otherwise suitable in each case, 

b. material,  such as raw material and semimanufactures used in the 
process, 

c. manpower,  operators, watch keepers, other forms of direct labour, 

d. operation,  electrical power,  workshop administration,  lubrication oil 
and other consumed articles,  other than b) above, indirect labour for 
all necessary   services to facilitate the operation such as workshop 
cleaning and transports etc. ,  all being such costs, which cannot always 
be added as a certain addition to direct labour, but is rather related to 
production, 
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maintenance, maintainers'wages,   raw material for mainten_anc« 
„pare parts, costs for maintenance  workshop,  including administration 
costs for   these,  transport,  lifting,  disassei»ling and real 
equipment,  test rigs etc. 

ce,\ 
ini«t 

issem4ling 

All costs under these headings build up the total cost,  that hae'to ^   chaAjjd 
the Products.   They must be   determined for all interesti** alternative, uifltr 

to 

products,   iney 
consideration,   such as If 

riods. 

b. 

Preventive maintenance and necessary corrective m 
existing equipment,  continously carried out in slack 

Renovation to bring existing equipment into condition ^nf,w ¿f dp¿£" 
that preventive and corrective maintenance, which, then will be cheaper. 
(Decide whether the renovation is radical   enough to motivate that it 
from finance and tax aspects could-fae considered as investment). 

lafete 
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tenance 
»ductiori 
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c. 

d. 

Modernisation as well as renovation to bring the equipment not• «4Y 
"to condition a. new but to raise productivity or   o improve £•<*£« 
to raise product quality, and thus attaint higher technical level. The 
result will be a cheaper maintenance| (The same investment considera- 
tion as under b) will be necessary) 

Reolace the equipment by similar with same productif[f*¡**°£l¡£ 
which will be an investment, that should correspond  o the JjP'«cia^m 
of the old equipment (including what is gained by selling thi.)( u»d will 
bring down maintenance costs. 

e.   Replace the equipment by similar with higher productivity •»*"*" 
precision, probably also easier operation where as well P****«*« •• 
operation a« improved not only by preci.ion manufacturing*^ al.o 
by modern control equipment. "" I 

It should be noted that investment costs are .pent in^alternatives^c)^ •} n«f 
«wS maintain the same production in quantity and quality a. **"*«* 
well to raise the production as to improve the quality. It is of interest to keep 
apart these |wo parts of the investment. 

Summing up these total costs   for each of the alternative., which seem to be 
fntTrTsting to compare and charging them to the expected product on by «it or 
by some other usable measure will make it possible to rank the alternative 
after profitableness from the production engineer s point of view. 

Apart from the fact that the management might choose "f1*•*" **!*£? _ 
not top the list, there are a few considerations, which will make the deci.ioo a 
bit more complicated than it might seem from what is said as yet. 

4   • 
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F.rst,  a,iook at this diagram shows that we have to deal with an aspect of time. 

•MAINTENANCE 
(or failure) 
COST 
4 

Early fai- 
lure period 

constant failure rate period Wear-out 
period 

Equipment brought 
into operation 

End of ui 
TIME 

•ful 
life. Equipment 
scrapped (or sold) 

When does the failure rate or preventive maintenance cost raise to an unaccept 
able measure? This form of the so called "bath tub curve" is principally aener principally general. 

If we for the "wear out "â* oufÄfriod" draw a curve showing total operating cost inclu- 
ding maintenancemn¿combine it with a curve   showing the cost (in same unit 

sfejfeer product unit, per year etc) for the actual, still not 
itmefft, 

as maintenance co 
depreciated, invest m we might get a diagram like this: 

1% 
MINIMUM 
total cost* combined cost 

Operation cost 
(incl. m tinten. ) 

Investment cost 
as planned 

w Oper, time 

End of useful life 
a« planned. 

Somewhere, depending on expected total opération coat year by year and en the 
rate of cost year by yaar for spent investment capital, we can get a minimum total 
cost at a certain point of time. If we take that as a point of interest where rene- 
wal should be considered, we might not have utilised the invested capital.  The 
capital cost curve presupposes a certain operative useful life. If equipment is 
•crapped earlier, the curve should have  been different and the point of minimum 
total coat probably displaced. Obviously it is necessary not only to look at profit- 
ableness at a certain point of time but to survey a period of time ahead and find 
eat «o»il fe« equipment should be replaced but when this must be done- 
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-.t «urrpsBivG Doints of time ahead,    i ms mane» ncavy v»*. rf 
and fore'gM upon tho.e involved. Many of the important factors in the calcula- 
tion are uncertain.   For instance: 

What is the future demand for produced quantity? A.Mjach^prod-c¿«nU^a^to 
bear   its part of fixed costs this figure has a   i*"}.•*••*•^ of policy 
decision.   It is necessary that the management decides as a^question op        y 
for what productivity (or what   possible alternative productivities),    during 
time to come,   the calculation should be carried out. 

How about the technical »-v.loFm.nt• 
duct of higher techmca   quality-or ¿[*«ll%£?££ Kefill J« of our   equip- 
qualities or caractenstics?  This wi 1 have eue« °" This also iallg 
Lnt,  which obviously is not a question only of mamteu.n e co.t ^ 
on management to decide as a mattei of policy on wnicn 

How about the technical development in the field of •?r•l£^£%¡¡?7 

Will there shortly come in the rr.rket better    more ^«« ^^iîSllity. 
higher productivity, better precision,  lower taiiure raie, 
and lower price for which it would be wise to wait? 

¡SäT. ^^~g%i^£g3^ 

If failures during operation occur, causing production stop, what will be the 
— .f}»» .w down at different periods of time? Obviously we do not get paid 
LTp". n^k«." H however the product i. f^-ded intermittently 
and therefore produced to stock.the deliveries are not always upset by a 
Silure    How important is an undisturbed production and what   will a disturbed 
P^u^ion cost I money at different intervals? If -undisturbed %£££» 
inescapable what will necessary spare capacity cost? What wiK a maint^*n" 
organisation co.t,  in the different alternatives, which can deal with all possible 
failures within short time? 

Generally these various points of uncertainty show that the matter of maintenance 
^renewal ha- to take into account all consideration, due in an investment cal- 
culatr0n    where   a clever judgement about the future i. nece..esary    In otttr 
word, maintenance is not ju.t a que.tion for the maintenance department but 
for the management a. well. 

In the following sections of this paper some of the a.pect. given hitherto under 
section A will be examined a bit further. 
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B. Maintenance and 5ÇP5Jrjcosts_of existing and new equipment 

Let us look at the "bath-tub curve" as demonstrated above.  We also draw the 
corresponding curve for tentative new equipment installed to replace the first 
one.  If we have reliable statistics for the existing one and can judge about the 
future for the new one based on reliable figures from tentative contractors, we 
would be able   to make a diagram good enough to use for decisions.  It might 
look   like this: 
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Let tue curves represent not only the rate of failure but total operating costs 
including maintenance costs but excluding investment costs.  The maintenance 
cost should also include cost for shut down operation when unexpected failures 
have occured (or can be presupposed to occur) which prevent operation while 
being repaired. If we cut out the interesting part of the diagram and add the 
curve for  depreciation costs for invested capital (which  costs should be planned 
to be heavier in the beginning of the useful life) we get this diagram 

•«• 
• • • " 

tJiwéfr 

From the bare operation cost point of view we should renew the equipment in 
question as soon as possible, say at point a), that is obvious. If we take capital cost 
into account and merely add this cost in the same unit we might get a diagram 
according to the dotted lines, which means to say, that the machine has not 
earned its own investment until point d) If we renew at points b) or c) we must 
pay the remaining depreciation by income from the new mr chiner y or by selling 
the old or in some other way . 



These simple diagrams might serve the purpose to show the importance of 
considering all costs as well as of having as good and reliable information 
as possible about operation and maintenance costs,  about future productivity 
demand,   about how maintenance might   be split upon preventive and corrective 
maintenance,  what might   be the frequency of necessary shut  down for repair 
and what might be the cost for interrupted production in case of such shut down. 

The first and primary care is to have statistics on existing equipment showing 
all actual, important facts to make it possible to forecast with reasonable se- 
curity what will be the maintenance frequency   and cost for this equipment. 

Secondly,   the possible new equipment should at tendering stage be sufficiently 
known to facilitate the corresponding forcast,  and of course to plan in before 
hand the necessary maintenance resources and training. 

The cost for shutting down operation unexpectedly is of great importance in 
case there is a considerable risk   for such shut downs and we have   to reckon 
with a great deal of corrective maintenance.  We can conclude that from our 
operation statistics.   If so our organization for maintenance must have a high 
degree of readiness for quick corrective actions, which is more expen- 
sive than working strictly to a plan of preventive maintenance.   To decide what 
the shut down cost is in different operation environments is important and must 
fall upon   management.   To stop operation   in a moment when any produced   item 
is immediately consumed by the customer must apparently cost  more than if we 
produce to stock   and delivery is not interrupted.  Of course keeping a stock 
will cost, but might be necessary just for this purpose.   If so.  this cost is a 
maintenance or operation cost to be taken into the account and like the rest 
charged to the produced items. An other solution to avoid delivery interrup- 
tion in case of failure is to have double equipment,  one in operation and one 
stano by ready   to shut in.   This cost is also heavy but is in some application 
necessary, when interrupted delivery just cannot be accepted. When comparing 
the cost for existing and new (or renovated and modernized) equipment, this 
calculated risk cu failure is of utmost importance.  Cost for shut downs and 
possible costs for remedies against interrupted delivery   must be judged with 
care and   taken into account. 

C. Investment costs vs. operation costs from maintenance poir.t of view 
Cost "trends ----       ---- --- 

To avoid failures or diminish the risk   for failures,  equipment could be built 
with a high degree of security of function,  such as with best material and high 
accuracy and after thorough and careful prototype testing.  This coats much 
under the heading of investment and reduces the maintenance cost.   The main- 
tenance cost can also be reduced by raising investment costs if the designer gives 
the equipment a high degree of maintainability which means mainly two equip- 
ment qualities.   The one is the possibility to take quick corrective actions in 
case of failure by seeing to it that defects can be quickly localized by indication 
routines and measuring points, by easy opening up for inspection and by easi- 
ness to change all parts exposed to stress and wear. The other is to include indi- 
cation devices, where possible for indication of successive wear of exposed parts, 
so that preventive actions can be planned and performed in due course in pro- 
duction slack period. 
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The diagram *i. principally valid but can naturally not be ilB„«ii, .„u., #„ 
ndu.trtal equipment i„ this .imple way. It •hv*JlZ,7j£ílhl^Á£ 
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for » number of yar. on. must con.id.r the moan ZE^m^^E?*» 
lií. o A. .ottijm^nt. Agaia thor.for. the.. rnainWa«c.?.T«Î.C.ííS^ 
good judg.m.nt «bout for how long Urn. the .«juipmoat must ..rv?a»d hoìtìl 
manpower cost. will develop during that tim«; •»« nww »• 



This tendency uf successivly less maintenance is accelerating in the  developed 
industry areas of today and stronger as industrialation is pronounced.   The 
actual situation in an area and swiftness of the trend of changing towards 
quicker scrapping and renewal may be considered as an indication of the degree 
or industrial development.   If one can judge about this trend and compare this with 
the trend in manpower cost one has a good ground for judging the future best 
combination of investment and operation costs. 

There are of course reservations to be done here.   As touched on before,   the 
investment/maintenance cost combination is not always the only criteria. 
There might in some cases be special operational reasons for limiting the 
failure rate more than would be dictated by cost considerations.   Consequences 
of failure might be prohibited for reasons, which cannot be valued in a cost 
calculation, further,   even the more expensive,   more secure-of-function equip- 
ment needs maintenance. This maintenance though less frequent and more plan- 
ned, lei« corrective and more preventive, needs   »kill and accuracy and might 
well be more expensive per manhour,   which must be taken into account and 
prepared for. 

D. Useful life of machinery 
Ma rkVt" f ê qú l rem eht i. 
Effectiveness -côsf-'relation aspects. 

Referring back to sections A and B, these were presupposing that the useful 
life of the machinery ends, when it is worn to such an extend,  that further 
maintenance would be uneconomical and that no other circumstance« would 
influence the point of time where renewal would be due.  In many cases however, 
the problem is more complicated as the flow of income from the production of 
the machinery,   intended to pay for investment and operatici costs,   is not as 
steady as presumed.   The production is sold on a market wiih the usual conditions. 
Suppose,   that the trend of the market is such,   that the price drops for some 
reason,   perhaps a competing product    betit r and cheaper as a result of the 
technological development.   Or  suppost   that the cerna fid at sai-;'   price drops to 
a lower rate for similar reasons.   Or suppose • 0>.,;   h»   f.emi.nH  raises 
as we might deal with a modern product whicii is      >min". into extended use. 

What happens then to mir calculation?  In the first case the income drops. 
The production could be the same as the demand for the product does not 
drop.   The cost for the production,   investment as well as operation costs, 
are constant.   Our income does not pay encigh any more and further operation 
would be at a loss.  If this new situation prevails,   our useful life is up.   A new 
machinery with lower costs,  cheaper maintenance,   less shut down,   generally 
cheaper in operation per product unit and this perhaps by a higher more mecha- 
nized production would be the solution,  if we want to stay in the market. 

The second case is similar.   We want to stay in the market notwithstanding the 
fact that the demand drops. To do that we must lower our costs per unit.   Our 
lifetime for the existing machinery is up and a new machinery lifetime must 
begin.   The market can however,   change the other way.  Suppose that we have 
a machinery ,  perhaps a bit uneconomical but   it pays for its costs,   while it is 
used a certain number of hours per week.  We are considering renewal for rea- 
sons of investment and operation costs. Suppose that the demand raises.  We can 
meet the demand by running two shifts.   The operation costs per unit might be 
raised a bit but the investment capital is utilized better and we could operate the 
machinery in a new economical situation that lenghtens the useful life until we 
have still higher operalion costs because of maintenance demands. 
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«,, i. «.., ..ory. o„r old machr„^ sur Si^.ra;^"ir 
Conditions in that part of the surrounding market   wk,r. 
buyers, namely, where we aquire materia• w 11 of «»'»elve. act as 
tions in a significant way.   Prices CM vlrv't«' * affect °Ur cal•la- 
•upply of material can ¿^£lr?u¿£t££ To?" ZI ^^ ?« the 

•pare parts thus is a specially important noínV%      i maint*nance the supply of 
•pare part, in stock for a liÏÏtîîïm^aftiT.to^ïî" of j^P•^ keep" 
equipment models.  After thaT.pare Darî.    on . PP   g, ^' Produc««> of certain 
pensive if  at all possible to Lire   Sunnl^ P/"al. °rder' wil1 be verV ex- 
market entirely and nobody take. uP ttfirS,°f

f^
mPc

ment ca" vanish from the 
an unpleasant habit of ch Jg££ theYr modef. ^oVC; *«?*"' «°•time8 have 
a word, which can mean different .L^part's   wSh ÏT   ^ W,ith°Ut 8avin« 
into our equipment when we want the m to    In' Zmchihen •<*denly do not fit 
have to be thoroughly inve.tigaTed wh^n we cJnlìd^ l"^ abOUt 8paFe part8 

a. described in section A.  to other wwdï    .Zìi       *« »t«"ating alternatives, 
useful life of our equipment endest bee/,,'.!P*t8 °f hfetime. when will the 
to a prohibitive levll o'r En/Z^^ £^^ff •Í8< * **• 

^^^^^t^^^^ arise    H for instance a machine 
produced unit than c J'heTone w?touï exfsTinf^M 1<W" t0tal Price P*' 
profitable for us to change    Br«uîiL        X1'î,ing mach*ne, then it would be 
can be taken «re oÄ our^atc^"^ "^7"^ ca**al *•«• 
the useful life a. ended.  WeTight even ÏÏ'»W.Ï     •*?««•» *« would consider 
the income help the r.m^ZÍZZÍL^     t0 8el1 the old »•**»• and let 

-^Ä^^ " a ^ - a —, 

which could be «wïïï,ib
v

e
e„:ï :::; rïeïïtfoTlt0/«11^ machine7 

equipment is represented by the services ft ¿*W   Ì J 7     effectiveness of our 
the price that is paid for thes«TservW.     I       '  a?d doe8' acc°•PH«h and 
for the purpose a»r.n..«t.hw£    ' '"l*1*"" the '«ources to be spent 
"tormF^i&S^r^X^ fotU'  »P^ified above in section A. 
balance and »¿¡^¡to»^^^' *?   ***? reiourc" »»« be in 
the profit by which invístmíncancanbe  "afs^wT"" Vr"*"*08 •*» 
can be supported,  the v•^Si••¿£¿,^u^?J?V>*i?C0 "° m°" 
be stable the useful lifetime is up. «ituation turns out to 

¡Z^Z^^S^^]*.•» ca» <""« *« what was once 
then the invested capiuíl/^^reci^H C*ì "»•**"»** * shortened.  If 
that will mean a lo«    ^erSfírt ?t i. »lï? " ? ?*" Wr rdi not fullV utili«ed 
higher rate in the beginningof ¿ViiSS'eîï'^Î dePreciate * a 

t«rn out to L suÄ'th."SLSC»fc HAÄ^ÄÜT' ^ 

íaíc'uíatit: ííot,abtL:.Sarren'.tomMHÍd^aí OV"caP"»y * the beginning, if 
utilisation of thT^X^nt   cLb^7c^gh" co-t*'u

becau" •' the limitad 
reciation in the beSmT Vrïïd Â^î?       'l*" WÍth the relatively higher dep- 
a bigger productioí^h one?. p^eparïS S'   *"" S* * be abU t0 con8ume 
in other words,  that a lower »•ff/f.P ff'and possible to accept.  This means 
•cep, ,„M„r¿¡ZS5££ZS£in '*vour - * "•••"•""* - 
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This discussion is principally valid also for a piece of machinery which is part 
of a    complex installation,  where the market prices are valid only for the pro- 
ducts of the latter.   The raising maintenance costs for the piece of machinery 
in question is affecting the total production cost and the market price and market 
demand will limit the costs that can be accepted.  Each piece of equipment has 
not only a cost but also a price for its services, which,  though only calculated 
as part of the market price,  has to be in balance with the costs. 

E. Facilities for mainte_nance_ 

From what is said above it can be concluded,  that the maintenance cost as part 
of the operation costs must be known or presupposed with a certain security 
or confidence, if we want our calculation to show itself as reliable.  So we must 
be able to   predict not    only     the maintenance demand,  planned preventive 
or unplanned corrective,  as well as the failure rate.  When and how often will 
corrective maintenance be necessary? What disturbances of operation and of 
product delivery do we have to take into account? We must as well know how 
the necessary maintenance actions best should be performed and how much they 
will cost.   This in turn makes it necessary for us to know how we should build 
up and arrange the necessary maintenance resources to make these as lit as 
possible for the job. This is to say that the maintenance department should be 
able to cope with any maintenance requirements that arise and still be continuously 
occupied with essential jobs, or in other words capable to do its part of the job 
to keep operation costs within the limits and still be as cheap as possible. 

There have been found examples where maintainers sat alongside with steel- 
milling machines in steel works day and night, in three shifts, doing nothing 
but wait for failures to occur, to be able to set about the corrective job imme- 
diately.  It would be much better not only for pure economical reasons to do a 
preventive job on these mills once in a while to ensure that they work satisfacto- 
rily in between preventive maintenance occasions. 

This is not an example with general validity.  In many cases it is better to have 
spare stand by equipment,  if operation must be uninterrupted and to do correc- 
tive maintenance jobs when necessary.  Examples of this is modern electronic 
equipment, where preventive   jobs do not meet with the requirement to really 
be preventive, as many of the components often break down <m irregular inter- 
vals, which cannot be predicted.   Preventive jobs, that require opening up of 
equipment,  can also insert new defects.  Of course such preventive jobs as 
regular testing and measurement of operating standard without opening up, are 
done. 

So the relative importance between preventive and corrective maintenance is 
individual for each kind of equipment and depending on such things as the re- 
quirements for uninterrupted service. 

Whatever the case.it is important to know as far as possible, which main- 
tenance jobs, preventive and corrective,  must be reckoned with.   This knowledge 
is the base on which the maintenance resources must be built. This knowledge 
must be aquired  in all possible ways by pressing the contractor, by collecting 
information from other sources where possible,  and specially by maintaining an 
own reporting and information collecting system for following up experiences 
of one s own equipment. Contractors are often eager in these days to collect 
information about their delivered equipment in operation. 
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So all actual job« should be listed as far as it i« •..4KI    »   ,_ 
«..„,  E.ch job .h„,d b. .p.ci«,d ,.'""„ L"d,?,',".b.I<!

po
0..f^ »v^°« — 

- frequency,  fixed or predicted 

- whether initiated by calendar or operation time or by indication 
- whether preventive or corrective 
- efficient working time for the job 

- manhours and thus number of men as an average 

- necessary tools, transport equipment, other workshop facilities .tc 

- estimated requirement of spare parts and other material 
- appropriate instructions and drawings 

"   ?:rtn:YoybCaPabÌllty °r traÌnÌng 'Und**d of *• -WM, responsible 

•   ^^or^Ä^ 

£.H5^^ • ^ruction, etc make, up the 
possible io cover aUjîb. by twl U.2?.    A '** Ï V«««.  Of course it is not 
from the other, will^ ¿IwIysarU. soïf '¿¡S***,* " V^U iob>' «• afferent 
«P for this balance wlu bVUí.M.«i ^vE^tl^t*1?» ^^ * m'k* 
frequency of the different jobs a' «ÏÏ.» ^Z     •"t bf k#pt in núná th** *• 
when speaking in calendar t•. *iven.moatly J* operation hours will vary 
or the SîSXi 2MSm.Sïï% to «VSÄ" **'  ^ *• "«*««« «*. 
city of the m.intsnMc,•p„SvX*2S ^L" S'i""^  Thu- the ca**- 
.o far M a certain »umber^f o^îltt« W.tiïM"Í!  P«*«*« «te, in 
of maintenance necessary to brTg ^S^JSTiSTt^SSt ""^ 

2¡T^¿^^ **• « -IH in-truction, 
book, i. the nuclease wÄÄ^rS^:^-"«" 

füfi** ,vst#m/ to *«• f«*«r«l lines «ad build-up - is ceneraMv aiml^.Hi. •« 

b? «"ioSowT 0£ ,ttCh " •*ntoi-t'*«ve plying and control system would 
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Planning,   .urvey 
Ordeving 
Maintenance Instruction 
Planning, detail 
Performance 
Follow up,   survey (macro) 
Correction of survey planning 
Follow up, detail (micro) 
Correction of detail planning 
Correction of Maintenance Instruction. 

v ». »h.v are     Take however first a 
These headlines do not say much as they are.    lane 
look at the diagram. 

The main planning function come, directly under th• ~^«^•£ 

punning Udo», in *«?**£**£& sai    ye'ár   aVead and a long 
liso a somewhat less fixed planningfor say 3 y ^       ^^ 

range P".pec«ive £«£*£ "rolling" forward a year each time, 
is reconsidered each year ana    f»"' s 

Th. input data are mainly the r^^^^^^J^^J!T 
come, based on planned product ion   ~«*^c^ , pttt at th. 
.ource. such a. ^"^'^^^Vrigemlnt. Requirement, ior 
maintenance department, di^»^JJ ¡*¡J   h#nce the two-way com- 
n*intenance and resources must correspond 
munication. 

Plan, must b. put into ^^Mj^^^J^Í^^^S^' 
not too late (for detailplanning) andn*^too early p ng v 

possibüities for disturbing reordering. 

activities . 

lures are to be expected. 

AH .»«»> of disturbances occur. For 
So I. the ca.. *«\mf1°,*"°"- *" '^\u1„ „"io b. difi.r.nt. Th. 

to mention ju.t a few example.. 
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New equipment 
projects 

I 
Experience 
Data Bank 

Maintenance 
Instruction! 

H 

Failure and 
job analyse 
Corrective 
action. 

Management 

Planning 
Survey 

Ï 
Ordering 

I 
Planning 
Detail 

Performance 

I Disturbances I 

Follow up 
"micro" 

Resources 

H 
Requirements 

J 
Corrective 
Action. 
Survey plan. 

Correctiva action 
Detail plan. 

r> 

Follow up 
"iracro" 

Maintenance System 

(Administrative maintenance planning and control system) 
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The "Macro follow up routine" «hould be able to catch and report auch 

whS «rdght require new re.ource. at di.po.al by management decision. 

In our diaaram we al.o had a .pace called Maintenance Instruction..   These 
«• acSj the nucleu. of the system and therefore specially marked by 
a double frame. 

The.e in.truction. de.cribe the different job. to be done on eac*» "•» 
(and .ubitem,  exchange item etc. ) and al.o .tat. for each job the different 
details a. given above. 

Ail the.e information data are required for planning .neh thing» a. 

- required re.ource«, economical, technical and other. 

- downtime for machinery 
- most efficient u.e of the maintenance organisation 

- development of maintenance organisation to meet 
future demand, etc. 

Above wa. mentioned the "macro" di.turbances.   It can however,  »¡J* *»• 
experienced how the maintenance in.truction. tor» out to «..d «ilici' 
tion    The "Micro follow up routine" should be able to catch all such 
ocTurLce. a. when the biter reallity differ, from written 1»*•««»; 
The source of this information are the failure, with the corrective main- 
tenance action, a. well a. the prescribed or a. necessary ì^d   P'•• 
ventive jobs.   These should be efficiently reported and analysed and if this 
analysis point, out that a modification could be of value a corrective action 
in the form of new edition, of in.truction means new input information to 
the planning function.. 

Thi. analy.i. of failure, and job. also adds to the experience of machinery 
service and design and reveals possibilities of improving security of 
Junction and maintainability of the machinery a. well a.^ i»P*«JÄ 
maintenance organisation to give a more efficient maintenance supply. 

This experience can be used for modernising the existing production 
equipment (which for the sake of simplicity ha. not been indicated »the 
diagram) but also for formulating the reliability and maintenance require- 
ments and prediction, when «pecifying new equipment. 
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Two main point« in using this Maintenance System are to be specially under- 
lined in this connection. 

One is the possibility to maintain an actual knowledge of maintenance require- 
ments of the different machinery pieces.  We have earlier underlined the neces- 
sity   of knowing as much as possible of our maintenance requirements.   By means 
of the reporting which is a part of the System we always get new actual informa- 
tion to correct the one we already have and to fill in the gap,  where our know- 
ledge was not sufficient. 

The other is. which is already touched upon,  the possiblity to maintain an 
actual plan over the necessary maintenance resources ,  their capacity now and 
m the future.   This means a practically working plan over the building- up 
for new production equipment and - if lacking - for the present production 
equipment of 

- maintenance requirement knowledge for completing the instructions 
- personnel capacity ,  training recruitment and 

- material capacity, i.e.  workshops, tools,  spare parts, transport 
equipment, other workshop utilities etc. 

The maintenance requirement   knowledge might well call for workstudies in 
traditional meaning to be carried through either at home or at the contractor 
oí new equipment.   The personnel and material capacity might often, when we 
ar« uncertain of the exact amount and when this is expected to vary to a great 
extant especially   in the way of difficult-to-aquire specialists, with advantage 
be bought from other companies,  maintenance contractors. 

F. Jjf?.°i J»ÎÎS£*?!*r.Y.>. ÍS?*?•*.*1.**«? J>**nch 

The reader of this paper now undoubtly will ask for more detailed information 
for actual, generally valid maintenance costs, lifetimes, failure rates and 
appropriate maintenance resources for different types of machinery, equip- 
ment and branches. Such information used with care could, would be natural 
to think, be a good guideline for the maintenance and production engineers 
when tackling these problems. 

Such information could however he very misleading, and will not be given. 
Above is show» what a great number of inte ríe r ring conditions, typical for each 
certain factory , that affect the profitableness in a determining way.  This will 
specially be valid for developing countries, where individual conditions for 
each country are known only by executives in and experts of  this country, or 
can be found by special stadias.  Further more each enterprice has its routines 
of normal profit calculation and as we here deal with profit problems, which 
are not different, principally, than other such problems, the bast way is for 
the production and maintenance engineers to find out all the different factors, 
which affect their profit, predict their possible trends of change in the 
near and distant future, sit down with the accountant experts and sec which 
alternativas can be satisfying. 
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ment.   îh's requires ¿thorough look into the future for many different affec- 

'î^hV «vin« goes- " It i. difficult to predict,  specially about the future!'' It 
haSÍowevergtog be done.   And doing so«, mu.t judge the rate oJunc.rt.inty 
valid tor the different factor, and how a misjudgement could affect «w ««dt. 
^further by the reporting .y.t.m find out how the.e factor, really come 

true. 

G. Financial andtaxa.oecU 

Financing of big modernisation .eherne, o"**•^^^^^ 
tax aspects of which nothing generally can be .aid    The^t« l£«J«Y no y 
from country to country but also from time to time.   The government, wamio 
conTrolXmdustry inVich a way that it will be beneficia   for employment or 
aeneAllv for development and to direct employment-creating investment, to 
TZl o /branches where this i.   thought  to give desired "-Its    bive. me nt. 
can therefore cause tax allowances in some area, (or countne.) as well a. extra 
îaxes In others.   The.e will have to be considered as pi«, or minus in the in- 
vestment calculations.,according to normally used methods. 

The economy of inve.tement will be .trongly affected by the source of the money. 
If the enterprise ha. it. own money set aside for investments a decided annuity 
of totere"^'depreciation ha. to be calculated.   If ^.^^^ZlíT 
annuity is fixed by the conditions of the loan.  Any possible f^sidie.    govern 
"entai or others/dictate their own conditions.  The different •«"**'f**1* 
designed for maintenance/renewal problem, touched upon in section III are .orne- 
timeTdesigned     to take the.e financial intere.t and tax a.pect. into account. 

All these questions are however normal in connection with investment calcula- 
tions,   which do not fall within the frame of this paper. 

Ill Discussion about méthodologies feu: support^ decision 
tenance or renewal and their application 

<n mam- 

From what i. said above under section II A it -hould be obvious th.*t the 
orooer method to support   a deci.ion on maintenance or renewal is a regular 
fnvestmTnt calculation,  where different   alternative, are compared m referen- 
ce fe p•omabili?y and where the cost of a suitably arranged maintenance i. 
DlavWiB   t    Proper part.   As investment calculation, are be.ide the aim of   hi. 
paper    it isPnofthePproper place to di.cribe or evaluate different such method.. 

As many of the important factors,  that influence the result considerably,   have to 
ie based on judgement or even qualified gue.swork,  the .oundnes, and probabi- 
Uty of these are more important than whether a more or le., sophisticated 

method is used. 

Here will however be presented in short one method, worked out by the 
Machinery and Allied Product. In.titute,   USA    The methc*wa.' P'««^d *' 
practical use in 1951 and is adopted by .everal industries in the USA and Europe. 
Among the published works on the method are the following: 
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G.  Terborgh: Dynamic Equipment Police . (Giving the teoretical background) 

MAPI Replacement Manual, (Background in short ) 

Company Procedural Manual on Equipment Analyses, (Practical instructions, 
forms etc.) 

Business Investment Policy, (Certain revision of earlier recommendations, where 
the influence of taxes are taken into consideration.) 

The MAPI Principles 

MAPI holds the position, that the most important problem of an investment 
calculation for machinery and other equipment is a question of time: 

"When must an equipment be replaced by a new one ? " 
"What does it cost to use the old one another year?" 

If one waits too leaf,the operation costs of the old one will be too high, if one 
changes too soon, the capital is not utilised correctly. Both cases represent 
too high costs. 

To answer the question whether it is profitable to change an existing equipment 
for a new one, the MAPI-method compares the costs for the existing and the new 
equipment if either is used for next year ahead. 

As is touched on earlier, the economical lifetime of an equipment depends 
among others on which competitors this equipment has and will have. With the 
successive technical development it is necessary to reckon with the fact, that 
an equipment used today,  sooner or later will be replaced by a new on«, as 
well  as that an equipment obtained today, sometime must   be replaced. In 
a calculation method, intended to answer the question when this replacement 
must occur, these new equipments and the costs for them must be taken into 
consideration. 

As it is difficult to predict correctly necessary data for all in the futur« avail- 
able machinery, the MAPI method simplifies the calculation by replacing those 
with presumptions, on which a calculation model is based. 

The first presumption is that: 

All equipments, available on the futur« market have same optimal coat 
as the most economical, that can b* aquired today. The optimal coat 
is bar«  the minimum combined cost of average capital cost and opera- 
tion cost, which includes an average "inferiority of operation costs" 

Not« 1. 
"Inferiority of operation costs" 
Suppose that we «vary year could have the best machine on the market 
and that this on« can do the actual job at constant operational costs. 
Our existing machine will then be successively more inferior to this 
"every year best machine" because of wear and age. This "inferiority 
of operation coats" is given aa a sum of money by which the difforme« 
of operation coats is increasing each year. 
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The second presumption is that: 

The equipment, which can be obtained today will with time be succes- 
sively more worn by operation and older.  Consequently it will be more 
and more inferior to equipments available in the future. Regarding the 
course of this inferiority of operation costs it is possible to do alter- 
native presumptions.  The MAPI method has three   alternatives, namely: 

I. The inferiority is linear to time 

II. The inferiority is stronger towards later parts of the useful life. 

III. The inferiority is stronger during the first part of the useful life. 

The third presumption is that: 

For an equipment,  already aquired and in use the sum of inioriority 
of operation costs ( compared to a new   equipment) and capital  costs 
will be lowest during "next year'.' In other words, the operation costs 
will increase more than the  capital costs decrease if the operation time 
is extended passed next year. The total   yearly costs will increase year 
by year. 

With these principles we have   simplified the problem. As all  future equipment« 
are assumed to have the same optional cost  we can limit the investment cal- 
culation to a comparison of next year's costs for existing equipment and the 
best that can be obtained today. 

Next year's costs 

For ««i'ting equipment next year's costs consist partly of operation costs, 
caused by the utilisation and partly of a capital cost, caused by the diminishing 
value during   next year and the interest on the capital invested in the equipment. 

For n*w «g?*!»"«"*, which can be obtained today, next year's costs must be 
calculated differently. We can devide this coat in the following parts: 

1. Operation costs 

2. Capital coats 

3. Inferiority of operation coals. 

Operation costs are,  as for existing equipment, those current costs caused by 
next year's utilisation. Capital costs depend on the presupposed best useful 
life. 2).  Obviously we must first find this. 

If we for the presumed new equipment have calculated the average capital coat 
per year for a successively extended useful life (lower per year as life is longer) 
and the operation costs and to this have added the inferiority of operation coats 
and represented these in a diagram by curves, we will find that the total added 
yearly cost will have a minimum.  The point of time for this minimum will show 
the economical userai life. 

Note 2. 
When considering new equipment one assumes, that it is totaly depre- 
ciated at the end of the useful life.  Earlier it is assumed that when con- 
sidering replacement of existing equipment, this might not be totaly 
depreciated.This will be taken care of by this method. 
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It it now pot tibi* to compare taa total yearly coot lor °aoat year". K this it 
don« for a »tambor  oi successive "aast yoara" it will be possible to flat oat 
which y«ar UM total coata of a sow eouipmeat will oa laaa than  taoae oí tao ' 
existing eouipmeat (at laaat according to tala simplified method) aad whoa 
consequently this oaa should b« replaced. 

The mathematical development and a 
simplifying tao uee of tao motaos!, will 

Se jan tifie work 

aot bo 
baaod 

baro. 
nomogram, available for 

It ia natural, that problema concerning maintenance or renewal bava attracted 
inte re tt from ec lenti ete of economy ia caaea, wbere the eouipmeat tara ovar 
ia a heavy item among tao coata of an enterpriee. 

Aa example of euch work found ia the aciaaco literature (I), coacoraa a company 
operating 140 electrical fork lift truck«. Two problem» aro poeed 

a, Want ia the optimum working Ufa of aa average track ia the fleet and 
to want anient io tala Ufa affected by discounted «aa« flow (DCF) 
conaiderationa? 

b. Should tao optimal replacemeut policy for the average track be 
impoeed for every track ia tao fleet, or ahould a aeparaU policy be 
formulated for thoae truck« the maintenance coot of which differ 
mack from the average? 

The affact of capital allowance a for taa purpoeea ia included. Tao aotaor 
design« and compare« two mathematical modela, tao first of which la aeeociatod 
with taa total avoraga costa por year, taa other with taa preaent value of all 
fatare coata aad comes to tao following concluaions: 

1. Tao study baa wall demonstrated tao importance of coa aide ring capital 
allowancee for tax porpoeee. 

2. Tao two investigated models bava yielded comparatively flat objective 
functions near their optimum potato, which «uggeat« that it would bo 
mora meaning ml   aad practical to apocify aa optimum raage of aejaip* 
moat Ufo ia a replacement policy, rather than a alagle value of the 
economic Ufa. 
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3    The two models give somewhat different results.  Model 2 is 
more appropriate theoretically,  if technical obsolescence could 
be taken into account.   Model 1, which suggests replacing the 
equipment more frequently   than Model 2,has the advantage   of 
providing an opportunity of assessing  technical innovation and 
new design of equipment at shorter time intervals. 

Apparantly this work discusses possible models for supporting decisions of 
maintenance or renewal and is using an example of strictly limited structure. 
Furthermore the statistically acquired information of how maintenance costs 
of these trucks vary with time does not seem to be very reliable.  It might 
have been worth while by using all maintenance costs instead of 
„to t". case the costs for just   10 truck, out of some 140.  to find out a more 
realistic function of maintenance cost against operation time. 

A later example of scientific work is concerned with simultaneous determina- 
tion of optimal repair policy and service life (2).   The   author says, that the 
problem of determining optimal service life   of a machine ha. been discussed 
during a long time in the literature under the assumption that repair cost, 

are given. Empirical findings and theoretical discussions suggest however, 
that repair coiti and   .ervice life are related and .hould  be determined 
simultaneously. 

The ca.h flow associated with a   machine is treated in the paper a. a continuous 
proce...  The fio* is affected by the two deci.ion variables repair and ••»vice 
life.  The aim   oí the deci.ion maker U assumed to be the maximation of the 
present value of the cash flow. 

The author claim, that among variou. method» suggested in recent development 
of control theory one of the most promising is Pontryagin •M•»•*¡» •*Z 
ciple.   Built on thi. Principle the work sugge.t. a mathematical model by which 
it would be possible to find the   optimal form   of "repair policy" i. e.  money 
•ucce..ively spent on preventive and corrective maintenance as well a.    ser- 
vice life*' or operation time. 

A later work (3) is suggesting a modification of the model of reference (2) 
using also the   Pontryagin'. Maximum Principle, where the aim is to obtain 
the maximal value of owning the equipment i. e.  the maximum discounted 
income plus discounted selling value by choosing the amount <£ P«v«n*£« 
maintenance and the «ale date. Thi. model is no doubt a valuable development 
of the model of reference (2) To be useful for the practical engineer however, 
that presumption must be valid,  that maintenance costs, the influence of main- 
line°• productivity, and a. well on sale value and productivity deterioration 
if not maintained preventively, must be known with certain security and expre..ed 
in exact figure, euitable for calculation. 

The same or corre.ponding restriction   is of course valid for all theoretical 
models.  This «cientific work i» molt welcome and promising. Before   such 

work can yield practical   .olution. of more general interest  for production and 
maintenance engineer, and investment decision maker, there must be more 
information available based on effective information collection and data pro- 
ceasing systems to make aure that the input data in the models are appropriate 
Furthermore these data,strongly influenced by local environment», will not be 
generally valid without restrictions for branches or types of equipment. Conse- 
quently each enterprise must have it. own information collecting work done 
continuously.   Finally  when such information is available the models must be 
tested under different conditions and environments in different branches and on 
different types of equipment. 
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